This paper presents an approach to the belief system based on a computational framework in three levels: first, the logic level with the definition of binary local rules, second, the arithmetic level with the definition of recursive functions and finally the behavioural level with the definition of a recursive construction pattern. Social communication is achieved when different beliefs are expressed, modified, propagated and shared through social nets. This approach is useful to mimic the belief system because the defined functions provide different ways to process the same incoming information as well as a means to propagate it. Our model also provides a means to cross different beliefs so, any incoming information can be processed many times by the same or different functions as it occurs is social nets. Key-words. Binary local rules, recursive functions, behavioural patterns, belief system, social communication
manifestation of beliefs and Section 4 summarizes and presents some concluding remarks.
2-The computational framework

Definition of binary local rules
Equation (1) Without loss of generality we set the row operand is the left one and the column operand is the right one in a one dimensional space. For example:  (0, 1) = 0  1 = a1 (0 "acts" on 1).
Definition of arithmetic functions
The recursive application of rule generates a function fm as shown in Equation (2) where p stands for the sequence length (in bits).
As an example: m = 7= 0111; f7 is defined by a table where: a3 = 0, a2 = 1, a1 = 1, a0 = 1, so for p = 3, if (x2 x1 x0) = (101), we have f7 (x2 x1 x0) = f7 (101) =111, for p = 4, if (x3 x2 x1 x0) = (1101), we have f7 (x3 x2 x1 x0) = f7 (1101) =1111, etc… We now analyse the functions fm when p varies by mapping a set of input sequences with different values of p. The left lattice represents the input sequences (rows). For p=2, we have four possible input sequences of two elements: 00, 01, 10 and 11 (four initial rows). For p=3, we have eight possible input sequences of three elements: 000, 001, 010, 011, 100, 101, 110 and 111 (eight initial rows) and so on (without loss of generality it becomes quite easier to organize all the possible input sequences as if they were decimal values 0, 1, 2, 3 etc…). The right lattice represents the output sequences after applying recursively the rule on the input sequences. The corresponding input/output pair is on the same row. As an example, f0 and f14 are shown in Fig.2 . and Fig.3 . respectively, for p = 2, 3 and 4. The same can be done for the rest of functions. When p increases one unit, the new input sequences include both the previous input sequences updated with one more bit and the new sequences. In the output sequences the bold underlined characters represent the changes that occur on the new input sequences and the cursive characters are the changes that occur on the updated sequences. In can be observed that for f0 any input value has the same corresponding output value, irrespectively of it has been updated with one more bit or not. Not so for f14. 
Emergence of behavioural patterns
We have run a program in C to analyse the relationship between the output sequences when p increases in order to infer a construction pattern. As we mentioned upper, it becomes easier to consider the input and output sequences as if they were unsigned binary coded numbers. In the table shown in Fig.4 , we show the results for the functions f2, f7, f11 and f14 as an example. At left we represent the successive output sequences for the input values 0, 1, 2, 3,.., 2 p-1 , and for different values of p, and at right we note the sequences of M and S (M = "replication of the previous corresponding output" and S = "addition of the value 2 p+1 to the previous corresponding output") which code the sequence of elementary actions that are needed to carry out the sequence at p+1 when considering the sequence at p. The first sequence of M, S is the seed. When p increases one unit the output pattern doubles its length and each function reveals a recursive construction pattern which consists of two steps and each step performs one of the following actions: copy, translation, enhancement or equalization, see Table1. Any function is defined by a seed and a construction pattern. 0 7 6 7 4 7 6 7 0 15 14 15 12 15 14 15 8 15 14 15 12 15 14 ........................................................................................................... [translation, equalization] Fig. 4 . Recursive construction patterns of the functions f2, f7, f11and f14. Table 2 . shows the recursive construction patterns for all the studied functions. The first action is denoted 1 and the second, 2. The order of the actions is crucial to the overall result of a function.
Function
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Actions
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3-An approach to social communication model
In our model the functions are suitable models of beliefs in the sense they have the capability to define different ways to process the incoming information. These functions outline a two step recursive construction pattern which allow extend the processed information release as it occurs in propagation. The processing consists on applying series of modifications (replication and/or additions) to the incoming information, and the structure of the series characterizes the function. The beliefs are defined by the seed and the recursive construction pattern. Social communication is achieved when different beliefs are expressed, modified, propagated and shared through social nets. The recursive formula allows changing the ongoing function at a step and going on with another function at the following step, so, any incoming information can be processed many times by the same or different functions, as it occurs is social nets.
4-Conclusions
In this paper, we approach the belief system through a set of functions that have the capability to define different ways to process incoming information. The functions come from the recursive application of very simple local rules and trigger more complex emerging behaviours formalized by a recursive pattern construction. This approach is useful to mimic the social communication because it provides a model for modification and propagation of the information as well as a means to cross different beliefs through the change of the ongoing function in the processing system. As a future work we plan to improve the model by application and validation in realistic scenarios.
